
 

Mitsubishi Pajero rally heart-in-mouth captive lovers car of Delhi, Car 
Blog, August 29 

A Pajero make his way in the slush 

Hindustan Motors-Mitsubishi much expected and the famous Pajero heart – mouth rally today 
fascinated automotive enthusiasts in the national capital region. Adventurous sports event and 
adrenaline of vehicle (SUV) utility came in the wake of his first sleeve has recently organized 
successfully in Ludhiana. 

The rally was organized to provide the legendary Mitsubishi Pajero owners a unique opportunity 
to explore and experience of off-road construction exceptional capacity of iconic SUV that has 
the unique feature of having won the most difficult car driving contest of the world, rally Dakar, 
of 13 times. 

A large number of Mitsubishi Pajero owners and SUV aficionados of in and around the NCR 
gathered here to expose their medium-sized machines to the challenge of extremely difficult 
driving conditions. More than 40 Pajeros and a dozen Mitsubishi Monteros was part of the 
demonstration which has been reported off the coast of Tivoli Gardens, Chhattarpur Hills, 
Mehrauli in 09 the participants experienced 42 kms of intense off-road driving conditions and 
extreme terrain Rocky, rugged, including roads, mud, slush, up-hill gradients and descents etc.. 
Some prominent landmarks along the rally route Pajero were axis Faridabad-Gurgaon-Sohna, 
Crusher area, Mohtabad village etc. Speaking on the occasion, Yoshiaki Wada, head-Marketing 
of HM – Mitsubishi and Channel development, said, “Pajero has reached a status of worship 
around the world with its owners forming of groups and clubs of Pajero in large numbers.” The 
idea behind organizing the gathering Pajero heart-in-mouth is together lovers of this incredible 
vehicle on a common platform where they can bond and share their experiences Pajero. Delhi is 
an important market for us and we have a strong customer base for Pajero here. Wait, the 
output is very encouraging. We organizes rallies similar to Vadodara, Pune, Coimbatore and 
Bangalore in the coming months. » 

The rally of the heart-in-mouth, which is approved by Federation of Motor Sports Club of India 
(FMSCI), a Cougar Motorsport partner off-road construction which managed whole rally of today 
to the recognition in advance to the route planning, clients of information on the disk, support 
with drivers of the experts, to assist with vehicles of relief etc.. 

Mitsubishi Pajero uses substantial of steel high-voltage strong but lightweight panels that give 
his all-terrain rigidity of sleek, contoured body. This organization of mounting on a scale with ties 
framework increases for increased stability and turnover more overall torsional rigidity. 
Completing the package robust is of power-train components, suspension and body specially 
designed to withstand competition from world-class rally. 



“Until now I used my Pajero two years mainly for city driving.” It was the first time, I participated 
in an event of this scale. “It was in fact a life experience, take the car through the dangerous 
driving conditions and discover its amazing toughness non-construction of roads and grit”, 
emerges a visibly delighted Telecom, Amit Dey professional. 

 “I am a rally enthusiast and participated in many rallies organized in the Himalayas and the 
desert regions with my Mitsubishi Montero. He never failed me. Its magnificent power quotient 
of comfort of the car is indisputable. It acts as a boon in difficult conditions. “In fact, my Montero 
was hoisted on several SUVs other firms in many rallies,” said a Yogesh rather perplexed, 
Bansal, who runs a business of clothing at Patel Nagar here. Comments by readers 
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